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Characteristics of radio frequency wave propagation in bounded plasma
under the various magnetic field configurations

Shunjiro Shinoharaa) and Akira Fujii
Interdisciplinary Graduate School of Engineering Sciences, Kyushu University, Kasuga,
Fukuoka 816-8580, Japan

~Received 29 August 2000; accepted 5 February 2001!

Detailed characteristics of radio frequency~rf! waves with pulsed modes in the whistler wave range
were studied in a cylindrical rf-produced plasma, where the plasma boundary lay in the intermediate
regime between infinite whistler wave propagation and bounded geometry helicon wave
propagation. Excited magnetic field amplitudes and phases with three components in
two-dimensional space were measured for different experimental conditions. Three magnetic field
configurations were used and the diameter of the excitation loop antenna was also varied. Numerical
calculation by the finite element method, which has been demonstrated to be a powerful means for
this analysis, showed good agreement with the observed results, satisfying the dispersion relation
and wave structures of helicons in the semisteady state and also satisfying the dispersion of whistlers
with a short pulsed mode. The excited waves propagated nearly along the magnetic field lines within
a small angle of less than 10°. Furthermore, in the low~high! collisionality regime, domination of
standing~propagating! waves was found from the wave analysis. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1368143#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A radio frequency~rf! wave with a frequency betwee
ion and electron cyclotron frequencies,f ci and f ce , respec-
tively, is known as a whistler wave,1,2 which has right-hand
circular polarization. The spontaneous excitation of whistl
by lightning from the ionosphere was observ
historically,3,4 and this wave has been found to play impo
tant roles in the various space physics fields,5 such as in the
aurora ionosphere,4,6 magnetotail,7 and solar wind.8 On the
other hand, from knowledge of the character of this wa
probing of the entire plasmasphere can be performed by
example, whistler spectrograms recorded on the ground.9 As
for basic laboratory research, which has some common
other different approaches from space plasma research~and
thus both researches are complementary and important!, de-
tailed characterization of the whistler wave excited by s
eral methods, such as the loop antennae, electrodes, and
tron beams, and the role of the waves in these cases,
been clarified.5,6,10–13

One example of an application of the whistler wave is
helicon source.14–18 The helicon wave is a bounded electr
magnetic wave in the whistler wave range with both rig
and left-hand circular polarization. This wave has been u
for plasma generation in a high-density plasma source, wh
needs to have a large diameter in some cases.19–21 In addi-
tion, an application to a magnetoplasma rocket22 utilizing
this wave has been proposed. Furthermore, there are a
ber of interesting phenomena involving this wave, such a
fast collisionless reconnection23 and some types o
turbulence24 in the electron magnetohydrodynamic~EMHD!
regime,25 which describes the plasma behavior in the abo

a!Electronic mail: sinohara@aees.kyushu-u.ac.jp
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frequency region on the scalelengths shorter than the ion
depth c/vpi ~c, velocity of light; vpi , ion plasma angular
frequency!.

Although the fundamental wave characteristics of he
con waves are well known, there have been few deta
studies on the propagating characteristics of whistle
helicons under the different magnetic field configurations
a limited boundary, nor have there been comparisons w
the computation results in two-dimensional space. In wh
tlers, most of the experiments10–13 have been performed s
far under the conditions that the wave excited region alo
the radial direction was much smaller than the boundary s
using a small wave excitation source, which can be treate
an unbounded electromagnetic wave. Furthermore, w
packet excitation using a short pulse and measurement on
transient pulsed wave characteristics were done, wh
showed again approximately unbounded wave beha
along the axial direction. Wave studies under various fi
configurations for the case of a limited boundary~in our
experiment, wave excited region is comparable to or sligh
smaller than the boundary size! have been scarcely per
formed.

As for helicons,15–17which show a really bounded wav
character, a high density plasma with small insulated tu
radius less than 5 cm typically has been produced, using
antenna wound around the outer side of the insulation tu
in the straight magnetic field configurations. In our previo
experiments,15,19–21 we have made some studies about t
production of a larger diameter plasma, for the condition o
larger metal boundary~side! than the wave excited region
and also some studies under different field geometries.21,26–28

However, in those experiments, wave measurements w
not done using the test wave, separating the source, w
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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can be clearer for the wave characterization. In addition
immersed antenna with the smaller radius than the metal
radius ~boundary effect is different from the insulatin
boundary! to excite the wave has not been tried for this t
wave. Furthermore, reliable numerical calculations in
whole space~two dimensions! in whistlers/helicons have
been scarcely reported, and no intensive and no direct c
parative studies with the experiments to confirm the wa
characteristics have been done, to our knowledge.

Thus, the study described here is very important for
understanding of wave characteristics for the case of a
ited boundary between regions of unbounded whistlers
bounded helicons, and also to understand the character
under various magnetic field geometries. The compariso
the numerical results using a powerful code29 to show the
two-dimensional wave profiles also is important. Note th
ray tracing calculations,1,2 which have been sometimes em
ployed in whistlers, cannot be applied in the present ca
considering the ratio of the plasma size to the wavelen
The results obtained can be expected to contribute to
research fields mentioned above, such as the plasma pro
ing field for optimum plasma production, the basic plas
and nuclear fusion fields for the plasma source~preionization
and conditioning!, and the space plasma field for the wa
propagation in the complex magnetic field configuratio
Here, we will briefly summarize the main results from t
previous experiments19,21,26–28and the different points in or
der to show the objectives of the present study. Wave c
acteristics in two-dimensional space have been investig
for the cases of straight, divergent, convergent, and c
magnetic fields. The excited wave was found to propag
nearly along the field, which is similar to the observation
the magnetotail.7 The above experiments were performed
analyze the rf wave characteristics to understand the rela
ship between the density profile generated by this wave
the regions of the wave propagation and damping, for c
structing a database so that a desired plasma profile ca
generated. Therefore, the wave physics was blurred du
the plasma production during the wave propagation, wh
changed the plasma parameters. In addition, use of four-
spiral antennae was not suitable from a viewpoint of
detailed wave studies, which should be performed usin
wave excited by a local source.

The rf sources were separated into two, i.e., one was
plasma production and the other for the test wave propa
ing studies with a different rf frequency from the producti
one. In the research described in this paper, so that m
clearer and more detailed results could be obtained. A lo
source, positioned in the plasma, was made as a single
antenna, which was used to excite a test wave in an afterg
condition in order to reduce the noise. The radius of the lo
could be changed. Boundary effects on the wave charac
istics and wave structures were also considered from
viewpoint of whistlers/helicons and standing/propagat
waves, as well as the phase and group velocities and pr
gation angle. The obtained results were compared dire
and extensively to results computed using a finite elem
method~FEM!,29 which is a powerful tool for the interpreta
tion of these results.
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This paper is organized as follows. First, the experim
tal system and the computation procedure are describe
Sec. II, followed by a brief theoretical background
whistlers/helicons in Sec. III. Next, contour plots of amp
tude and the phase of the excited magnetic field in tw
dimensional space under the three magnetic field config
tions ~straight, divergent, and convergent fields! are
presented in Sec. IV. Good agreement between experime
and computation results was obtained, and the propaga
characteristics including the wave structures and the stan
wave formation are discussed. This contributed to the und
standing of the wave physics in whistlers/helicons. Fina
Sec. V contains the conclusion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHOD OF WAVE
ANALYSIS

The experimental system20,27 is shown in Fig. 1. Argon
plasma at a filling pressure ofP58 – 12 mTorr was produced
in a linear device, 45 cm in diameter, and 170 cm in ax
length by a four-turn spiral antenna. The output rf power a
frequencyf 5v/2p were 2 kW~2 ms pulse with a duty of
1/11! and 7 MHz, respectively. A test rf wave was excited
two sizes of loop antennae, located atz510– 15 cm, with
diameters of 10 and 30 cm~five turns each of copper wire
with 0.1 cm diam! covered with the insulation material~0.5
cm thickness! to reduce the capacitive effects. Here,z
50 cm is defined as being at the window surface wh
faces the inner vacuum chamber. This test wave was exc
in the afterglow phase with a pulse length of 1–50ms, at the
time of 0.3 ms after turning off the main rf power. At th
time, the plasma density was about one-third of that p
duced by the main rf power pulse. Both rf systems ha
impedance matching boxes, directional couplers, and m
tors of antenna currents and voltages to estimate the ant
characteristics and minimize the reflection loss.

Plasma parameters were measured by Langmuir pro
and typical results were electron densityne of (0.5– 1)
31012cm23 with electron temperatureTe of 2–3 eV. The
excited wave was detected by magnetic probes~two rotatable
crossed probes, 0.5 cm in diameter!, which were moved axi-
ally ~continuous measuring positions! as well as radially

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental device.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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~seven positions typically! to pick up three components
Br , Bu , and Bz in the cylindrical geometry. Data wer
stored in a digital oscilloscope directly, and a boxcar integ
tor through a balanced mixer was used for the case o
interferometric measurement. With the use of a phase shi
the amplitude and the phase of waves at each point coul
estimated. In the present experiment, three magnetic
configurations were tested: uniform~magnetic field B
540– 60 G), divergent@Fig. 2~a!# and convergent@Fig. 2~b!#
fields. The magnetic fieldB was;54 ~12! G atz50 cm and
;8 ~120! G at z580 cm for the divergent~convergent! field
case, and the angle between the field line and thez axis at
z580 (0) cm and radiusr 510 cm was;9° for the diver-
gent ~convergent! field case.

Mostly, for the case of the antenna with 10~30! cm
diameter, uniform and divergent~convergent! fields were
used with the test rf antenna current of 0.5–2 A with t
input power less than 1 W. This power did not affect t
plasma parameters, since it was three orders of magni
lower than the rf production power. Here, the frequencyf of
the test wave~515 MHz! lay between two frequencies o
f ce522– 340 MHz ~the effect of finite electron mass17

mostly could be neglected! and f ci50.3– 5 kHz satisfying
the conditions of whistlers/helicons. Also,f was larger than
the lower hybrid frequencyf LH;Af cef ci @the magnetic field
range was also chosen as the reproducible plasma produ
by a spiral antenna withf 57 MHz ~Ref. 20!#. The skin
depth ofc/vpi was 1.3–1.8 m, which was longer than th
observed wavelengths by one order of magnitude. In
condition, electrons were magnetized and ions were unm
netized~ion collides with ions and neutrals more than hu
dred times in one gyration time, while the estimated ion L
mor radiusr Li was mostly less than the plasma radiusr p).
These were similar to the condition in Ref. 10, except for
larger ratio ofr Li to r p . It should be noted that we observe

FIG. 2. Contour plots of the magnetic flux~linear scale! with ~a! divergent
and ~b! convergent magnetic field configurations.
Downloaded 18 Jun 2001 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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excited waves in the various field configurations with a lim
ited boundary under the semisteady state condition, ex
for the short pulse case, while Ref. 10 used mostly a sin
pulse with less than a 1ms width only in the uniform mag-
netic field to see transient wave phenomena without the n
of considering limited boundaries.

The Transport Analyzing System for tokamaK/Wa
Analysis ~TASK/WF! code was developed by Fukuyama29

using the FEM to solve vector and scalar potentials of
wave. This code analyzes wave propagation, using a lin
treatment, in an inhomogeneous medium, in both two- a
three-dimensional space, under various magnetic field c
figurations, plasma density profiles, antenna geometries,
boundary shapes. The response of the plasma is describe
a cold-plasma dielectric tensor including collisions with ne
trals. By the use of this advanced code, we can unders
the experimentally obtained wave characteristics in t
whistler frequency range with more detailed spatial str
tures, under the three magnetic field configurations with
limited boundary that were used in this study.

III. BRIEF THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF
WHISTLERSÕHELICONS

First, we will consider the dispersion relations of whi
tlers in unbounded boundaries. The phase and group ve
ties of vp andvg , respectively, of the whistler wave propa
gating along the field lines can be written as follows,2 using
n2;vpe

2 /v vce as the approximate dispersion relation,

vp5cAvvce /vpe
2 , ~1!

vg52vp52cAvvce /vpe
2 . ~2!

Here n and vpe are the refractive index and the electro
plasma angular frequency, respectively (vce5 f ce/2p). If the
plane wave propagates~i.e., it has a phase velocity! ob-
liquely with an angle ofu with respect to the magnetic field
a factor ofAcosu must be multiplied in both of Eqs.~1! and
~2! for velocities along the field lines. From these equatio
both vp andvg increase withAv ~i.e., they have dispersive
characters!, and for the case that the wave propagates
along the field line, the expressions forvp andvg become the
same as those in the following helicon wave case, resp
tively, although for helicons, the perpendicular wave num
T is determined by the boundary condition, not by the ex
tation wave angle determined by the antenna~this will be
described later in this section!. In our experiment, errors in
using Eqs.~1! and ~2! were small, even in the low field
region wherev was approachingvce ~typically less than
20%!, and the curvature effect of the magnetic field w
considered to be small, since the wave propagated ne
along the field lines, as shown in the experimental res
described later.

Note that, for this plane whistler wave, theoretically,2 ug

~the propagation angle betweenvg andB! increases withup

~propagation angle betweenvp and B! and becomes maxi
mum at the critical angle ofuc519.5° at up554.7°, and
then ug decreases with further increase inup . In other
words, regardless of the value ofup , the wave energy flows
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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within a cone angle ofuc . This critical angle is dependent o
several parameters30,31but does not change appreciably fro
19.5° in our experimental conditions. It is known as that
most of the wave energy propagates with a localized c
angle ofu r with respect to the external magnetic field. Th
is known as the resonance cone.31 This angle was solved fo
the potential of an oscillating point charge,32 and in our ex-
perimental conditions off pe ~electron plasma frequency!
@ f ce , this cone angle can be expressed approximately
;sin21(v/vce), which was typically small, of the order o
several degrees, for our conditions ofvce@v, although we
did not use a small source without boundaries.

Next, we will describe helicon wave characteristics.
our previous experiments,20 a helicon wave with azimutha
mode number ofm50 was excited using a spiral antenn
while in the present paper, a loop type antenna is expecte
excite them50 mode. For the case of a uniform dens
profile,18 wave fields withm50 are expressed as Bess
functions ofJn : both Br andBu are proportional toJ1(Tr),
andBz to J0(Tr), where the perpendicular wave numberT is
3.8/a for the case of the lowest radial mode, wherea is the
effective radius. In this case,Bz peaks on axis and bothBr

and Bu peak atr /a50.48, whileBz ~both Br and Bu) be-
comes zero whenr /a is 0.63 ~0 and 1!. Normally a can be
taken as the inner radius of the insulated discharge tube
cause of the character of the helicon wave imposed by
boundary, except for a few cases20 including the present ex
periment that there are roughly two regions with and with
the dominant helicon wave propagation in the radial dir
tion.

Using the relation18 of T25a22k2 ~k is the parallel

FIG. 3. Comparison of axial profiles ofBz on axis between experiment an
computation, for the case of a uniform magnetic field (B542 G) and af 30
cm antenna.
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wave number! with a5(v/k) (vpe
2 /vcec

2), vp and vg

along the field line direction are expressed as follows:

vp5~vcec
2/vpe

2 !Ak21T25v/k, ~3!

vg5~vcec
2/vpe

2 !2~k/v!~2k21T2!. ~4!

Here,k can be written as

k25~1/2!$2T21AT414@~vvpe
2 /vcec

2!2#%. ~5!

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND
COMPUTATION RESULTS

The wave characteristics of the experiment and the co
putation were compared in detail, typically, in the form
contour maps in two-dimensional geometry. Before do
this, we checked the wave patterns as a function of thez axis
in the uniform field. The results are shown in Fig. 3. T
interference wave pattern obtained experimentally was
good agreement with the real part of the computation pat
for the case of parallel wavelengthl of ;50 cm. In the
computation, the mesh interval was 2 cm in both the rad
and the axial directions, and results were not different app
ciably from those for the case of 1 cm interval in both dire

FIG. 4. Contour plots~logarithmic scale! of amplitude of~a! Br , ~b! Bu ,
and~c! Bz , for the case of a uniform magnetic field (B560 G) and af 10
cm antenna~experiment!. Here,H and L denote the higher and the lowe
amplitudes, respectively, compared with those in the neighboring regio
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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tions. Needless to say, depending on phase~or time!, wave
structures change between the forms given by the real
imaginary parts of the wave computed in the simulation.
addition to the present case, in which agreement of the a
plitude and the phase change in two-dimensional space
found, and other cases, such as the divergent field case
feasibility of this code was confirmed previously for differ
ent magnetic field configurations~divergent, convergent, and
cusp magnetic field configurations27,28!.

Hereafter, we will show the results in the following or
der: cases under~1! uniform, ~2! divergent, and~3! conver-
gent magnetic fields, followed by the cases of~4! a short
pulse and a standing wave. Except for the short pulse c
the excited wave was analyzed with the semisteady s
with a pulse length of,50 ms. First, the uniform field case
(B560 G) with the antenna diameter of 10 cm is presen
for wave analysis. Note that the plasma extended to the in
wall surface and the ratioR of the wall radius to the antenna
radius was 4.5. Figure 4 shows two-dimensional~spatial!
contour plots of the amplitude of magnetic field,Br , Bu ,
and Bz , in the experiment. Here, the intervals between t
contour lines in the logarithmic scale was 0.2, and symb
of H andL denote the higher and the lower amplitudes, r
spectively, compared with those in the neighboring regio
This constant scale value and symbols were used through
this paper. It can be seen that the amplitudes ofBr and Bu

were larger away from the axis while that ofBz was larger

FIG. 5. Contour plots~logarithmic scale! of amplitude of~a! Br , ~b! Bu ,
and~c! Bz , for the same condition as that in Fig. 4~computation!. Here,N
denotes the zero value~node! in a linear scale, i.e., zero amplitude.
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near the central axis~seeH regions!, and the phase ofBz at
z,40 cm changed by;p radians in the radial direction from
the central axis to the wall, i.e., polarity change. This can
seen in Fig. 6~a! below, shown by the thick dotted line atr
57 – 8 cm. Although the radial resolution was not so go
due to, typically, seven radial measuring positions mentio
before, these characteristics are similar with that of the t
oretical wave structure of the helicon wave14,18,20 with m
50, which was described in Sec. III.

As shown in Fig. 5, the computation results for the sa
condition as the results shown in Fig. 4 were consistent w
the experimental ones, and showed clearer phenomen
wave propagation than those in the experiment~see regions
at r 50 – 10 cm andz510– 40 cm and alsoH regions!. In this
figure, N denotes the zero value~node! in a linear scale
meaning throughout this paper: zero amplitudes onr 50 for
Br andBu , andr 55 – 7 cm~z is around 20–40 cm! for Bz .
It can be seen again that amplitudes ofBr andBu were larger
away from the axis, while that ofBz was larger near the
central axis and increased again along the radial direc
after crossing the zero amplitude zone~the thick dotted line
denoted asN!.

Figure 6 shows contour plots of the phase ofBz in the
linear scale~all intervals in this paper arep/2 radians! in
both of the experiment and the computation. Here, in
calculation, solid~dotted! lines show the positive~negative!
values and four nearly overlapping lines denote a phase ju
of 2 p radians due to the periodicity~phases were define
within the region of2p to p radians!. Good agreement wa
observed for the regionz,40 cm including thep phase
change position, i.e., the polarity changes atr 55 – 7 cm de-
noted as thick dashed lines and the symbolC, which corre-
sponds toN in Fig. 5~c!. However, the agreement becam
poor in the region further away from the antenna mainly d
to the poor radial resolution and lower amplitude~low signal

FIG. 6. Contour plots~linear scale! of phase ofBz from ~a! experiment and
~b! computation, for the same condition as that in Fig. 4. Here,C denotes the
phase change ofp, i.e., the polarity change of amplitude in a linear scale
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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to noise ratio! in this region. The effect of the different den
sity profiles must also be considered, since we did not h
fully two-dimensional data of plasma parameters. Genera
the density became lower toward the edge in ther and z
directions in the experiment, while a uniform density profi
was assumed in the calculation.

Although slightly divergent wave propagation patterns
the radial direction withz can be seen in Figs. 4–6, th
spread angle with respect to the straight magnetic field di
tion for the experiment~computation! was within 5° ~10°!,
which was smaller than the critical angleuc of 19.5° and was
comparable to the resonance coneu r;5° in this straight
field case ofB560 G. Those two angles can be defined
the whistlers, as discussed in Sec. III, although neither a v
small source compared to the plasma region, nor a trans
short pulse were used in our experiment. On the other h
for the helicon waves, the phase signals show the par
velocity and parallel wavelength without the perpendicu
components. Standing wave patterns are formed in the ra
~perpendicular! direction, which are consistent with the th
oretical expectation of parallel wave propagation~group ve-
locity! in the uniform magnetic field.18

From Fig. 6, l was estimated to be;20 cm at z
530 cm, which corresponds tovp;33106 m/s. These val-
ues were consistent with those of whistlers@;1.83106 m/s
from Eq. ~1!# and the helicon waves@;33106 and ;2.1
3106 m/s from Eq.~3! with a55 cm (T50.76 cm21) and
a510 cm (T50.38 cm21), respectively#. Note that values
of k were not the same in the evaluation of the above velo
ties. The increasing wavelength in the region further aw
from the antenna (z.40 cm) is mainly due to the decrease
the density@see e.g., Eq.~1!#. In our experiments, the phas
velocities between whistlers and the helicon waves are no
much different, due to the use of the larger vacuum ves
~smallerT value! compared with the case normally used in
helicon source, which has a largerT value due to the smalle
plasma radius. It should be noted that the Alfve´n velocity
was slower than the whistler velocity in our experiment
two orders of magnitude.

The observed characters in Figs. 4–6, in sum, indica
helicon wave character with nearly parallel propagat
~slightly oblique propagation! instead of that of whistlers
from the observed wave structures, especially the Be
function like radial structures, although there was not an
preciable difference of the phase velocities under our exp
mental conditions. The striking point is that even though
radius of the excitation loop antenna immersed in the plas
is smaller than the inner radius of the vacuum chamber~the
ratio R between two radii was 4.5!, which is made of stain-
less steel, the helicon wave could be excited to propag
first in the test wave excitation with two different region
the inner radial region where the most of the wave ene
was concentrated and the outer region where wave en
was small. This is seen in Figs. 5 and 6, in that the radi
thick dashed lines in theBz signals denoted asN andC were
smaller than the chamber radius by less than one third. T
feature has not been found, as far as we know, except for
previous work19,20 under different experimental condition
In the previous work, an excitation loop with a larger siz
Downloaded 18 Jun 2001 to 133.5.186.8. Redistribution subject to AIP
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located outside the chamber at the end section through
insulation window, was used for plasma production but n
as a test wave generator. Note that in most past experim
done so far, as we mentioned before, antennas were wo
around the outside of a small insulation tube, and the wa
excited in the whole plasma region extended to the in
wall radius.

Next, the results for the divergent field case, shown
Fig. 2~a!, are presented. Figure 7 shows two-dimensio
contour plots of the amplitude of magnetic field~three com-
ponents! for the experiment, performed with the antenna
ameter of 10 cm. Compared with the uniform field case
Fig. 4, the excited fields spread more radially~a slight effect
is due to the weak divergent field curvature! with an advance
in thez position. On the surface, the smaller damping len
along the axis direction was found to be due to the geome
cal effect of the divergent field, which is in contrast with th
case of the convergent field~Fig. 9 below!. The magnetic
field line touching the antenna at a radius ofr 55 cm lies at
r;13 cm on z580 cm in Fig. 2~a!, which was consisten
with the lower amplitude region ofBz experimentally ob-
served and shown in Fig. 7~c!. In other words, the trench
boundary between regions having positive and negativeBz

values ~see the phase discussion below! diverged slightly
with z. This means that the wave propagated~wave energy!
nearly along the curved field lines~within 5°!, which was

FIG. 7. Contour plots~logarithmic scale! of amplitude of~a! Br , ~b! Bu ,
and~c! Bz , for the case of a divergent magnetic field and af 10 cm antenna
~experiment!.
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again consistent with the character of whistlers/helicons. T
trend of this spread was supported by the computatio
which showed the phenomena more clearly, as is shown
Fig. 8. This can be seen by comparing theH regions forz
,40 cm with theL regions atz;75 cm.

At a fixed z position, phases changed by;p radians
~near the radius comparable to the antenna radius! in the
radial direction from the central axis to the wall in both o
the experiment and computation~not shown!, and the wave-
length became shorter withz due to the decrease in the mag
netic field strength from the dispersion relation, as indicat
by Eq.~1!. Here,l was;13 cm atz530 cm, corresponding
to vp;23106 m/s. This value was consistent with those o
whistlers @;1.53106 m/s from Eq. ~1!# and the helicon
waves @ ;2.23106 and ;1.73106 m/s from Eq.~3! with
a55 and 10 cm, respectively#. The obtained data for this
magnetic field configuration again indicated helicon wav
structures with nearly parallel propagation along the fie
lines.

Third, we present the results for the convergent fiel
shown in Fig. 2~b!. In contrast to the above case of the d
vergent field, a radial shrinkage of the wave excited regi
~all three components of the magnetic fields! along the radial
direction was very clearly observed. Figure 9 shows tw
dimensional contour plots for this experiment, performe
with the antenna diameter of 30 cm~the ratioR was 1.5!.
This result could be simulated by the computation in Fig. 1

FIG. 8. Contour plots~logarithmic scale! of amplitude of~a! Br , ~b! Bu ,
and ~c! Bz , for the same condition as that in Fig. 7~computation!.
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very well ~seeH regions withz,50 cm), showing that the
wave propagated nearly along the curved field lines~within
10°!. There was a tendency that the deviation angle from
field lines in the computation was slightly larger than that
the experiment. This shrinkage was also confirmed from
phase analysis in both of the experiment and the computa
~not shown!. The phase changed in the radial direction
;p radians atr ,6 cm (z,30 cm), and the position of this
change decreased with an advance inz. However,Bz com-
ponents in both experiment and computation did not peak
axis, especially near the antenna region, and they have s
lar structures with theBr and Bu components, which were
different from the helicon wave structure ofm50 mode.
This may come from the smaller ratio ofR ~metal boundary
effect was large! and the weaker magnetic field near the a
tenna region~;20 G!. From the phase analysis,l was;17
cm at z530 cm, corresponding tovp;2.63106 m/s. These
values were consistent again with those of whistlers (;1.5
3106 m/s) and the helicon waves (;2.23106 and ;1.7
3106 m/s with a55 and 10 cm, respectively!. The slight
increase inl as a function ofz (z,50 cm) could be under-

FIG. 9. Contour plots~logarithmic scale! of amplitude of~a! Br , ~b! Bu ,
and ~c! Bz , for the case of a convergent magnetic field and af 30 cm
antenna~experiment!.
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stood as the increase in the magnetic field from the dis
sion again.

Finally, the result for the short pulse case and the do
nation of the standing wave phenomena are presented
order to see the time behavior of the wave propagation
well as to estimate thevg value instead ofvp , a short pulse
with a length of;5 ms was excited, as shown in Fig. 11~a!.
The main excited antenna frequency, determined from
Fourier spectrum was 15 MHz, with additional compone
at, e.g., 30 and 45 MHz with lower amplitudes. The obtain
magnetic signals showed the main frequency of 15 M
with the smaller amplitudes with frequencies of 5, 30, and
MHz, having amplitudes much less than 10% of the m
component. The amplitude ratio of the main frequency
that of the other frequencies changed from position to p
tion. By tracking the movement of a position of the four
peak of the wave amplitude,Bz component, as shown in th
lower part of Fig. 11~a!, the group velocity of the wave wa
estimated. In this case, the wave was excited by a loop
tenna with 10 cm diam~current was;0.1 A and power was
less than 0.01 W! in the divergent field, and there was n
appreciable qualitative difference of the pulse propaga
character between the cases in the uniform and the diver
fields. In addition, other peaks, such as the first and the
ond peaks in the pulse train have the same results as
fourth peak case.

From Fig. 11~b!, this peak moved in both positive an

FIG. 10. Contour plots~logarithmic scale! of amplitude of~a! Br , ~b! Bu ,
and ~c! Bz , for the same condition as that in Fig. 9~computation!.
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negativez directions (t* was shifted compared witht by
;0.6 ms! due to the nondirectivity radiation compared wi
the good directivity by a linked loop-torus antenna.13 Here,
the measurements were done atr 50 cm, changing thez po-
sition. The speed ofvg in the positivez direction was almost
constant at;23106 m/s in the period oft* 50.1– 0.25ms,
excluding the initial time oft,0.1ms, since near the an
tenna~in other words,t,0.1ms) the geometrical effect o
the antenna must be considered. Effects of the oblique pro
gation and the field curvature on the propagating charac
were also considered to be relatively small att.0.1ms ~see
the results in the divergent field mentioned before!. The vg

value obtained in this way was consistent again with those
whistlers @;2.83106 m/s from Eq.~2!# and helicon waves
@;2.13106 and ;2.03106 m/s with a55 and 10 cm, re-

FIG. 11. ~a! Time evolution of antenna current and~b! position of theBz

component~the fourth wave! as a function of time, for the case of a dive
gent magnetic field and af 10 cm antenna~experiment!. Here, t* was
shifted compared witht by ;0.6 ms.
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spectively, from Eq.~4!#. In this initial pulse phase when th
wave trains did not reach the boundary, the helicon wave
be excluded as a candidate of the excited wave, becaus
helicons need the boundary condition to have aT value after
reflecting from the boundary. Even if the pulses of the fir
the second, and the third peaks can affect the propagatio
the fourth peak, this effect is considered to be negligi
because their amplitudes were smaller than the observed
plitude of the fourth peak@see Fig. 11~a!# for our conditions.
In addition, the observed transient wave did not show h
con wave structures, e.g., similar to the Bessel function p
files. Therefore, the observed pulses are considered to
the features of whistlers, under the finite value ofR54.5.

In the experiment presented above, the normalized
lision n* 5n/v was mostly above 0.3, which excluded th
presence of dominant standing waves. Here,n is the sum of
electron–neutrals and electron–ion Coulomb collisions, w
the former collision being more frequent than the latter
our experimental conditions. Figure 12 shows an exampl
a standing wave pattern mixed with the propagating w
observed in the divergent field with 10 cm antenna rad
reducingn* to ;0.2. This same wave feature was also fou
in the uniform field. Here, the maximum amplitude ofBz in
the several tens of rf periods was plotted as a function oz.
Amplitude dips like nodes were observed atz520 and 40
cm, which showedvp;63106 m/s ~this value was consis
tent with the estimation ofvp for whistlers and helicons!,
wherel was estimated to be twice the distance between
neighboring dips. This standing wave pattern was verifi
qualitatively in the computation~Fig. 13!, changingn* from
0.1 to 0.5 through 0.2, with the same experimental condit
as in Fig. 12 except for the collision parameter ofv* . From
this figure, especially from the profiles of the absolute a
plitude, the standing wave pattern can be seen. It was cle
observed with the lown* value of 0.1, weakened with in
creasingn* and disappeared almost completely atn* 50.5.
The observed phenomena of the mixture of the standing
propagating waves may be mainly understood from
boundary effects in the axial and radial directions, but n
monochromatic wave excitation and the near field effect m
also be important factors. In the axial direction, the ratio
the damping lengthld to the chamber sizeL along thez

FIG. 12. Axial profile of the maximum amplitude ofBz on axis, for the case
of a divergent magnetic field and af 10 cm antenna~experiment!.
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direction can be a parameter. For the case ofn* 50.2, this
damping length18 in our condition was estimated to be;0.6
m, which is comparable to the effective sizeL along thez
direction. Increasingn* makesld shorter inversely, and the
smaller value ofld /L contributes the weaker effect on th
standing wave formation.

From the various results for semicontinuous wave ex
tation described above in which the ratioR was 1.5–4.5, it
can be concluded that the excited waves exhibited the c
acter of helicons rather than whistlers in the helicon plas
source,20 whose radius was larger than this type of sourc
normally used. This can be concluded even though the
ues ofvp experimentally obtained were in good agreeme
with the dispersions of helicons and whistlers within a fac
of 1.5. This conclusion came from the fact that we observ
a ‘‘standing wavelike character’’ of the excited magne
fields in the radial direction~e.g., in the helicon source, a
was mentioned, a Bessel function radial profile is expecte

FIG. 13. Axial profile of amplitude ofBz on axis, changing normalized
collision frequencyn* 5n/v as~a! 0.1, ~b! 0.2, and~c! 0.5, for the case of
a uniform magnetic field and af 10 cm antenna~computation!.
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the uniform density case18!, and the collision was relatively
high to avoid a strong boundary~vacuum chamber! effect in
the axial direction, which was discussed above.

It should be remembered that expressions ofvp andvg

for the whistler wave are the same as those of the heli
wave if both waves have the samek andT values, but theT
can be changed arbitrary for whistlers by the excitation
tenna geometry, and for helicons by the boundaries. In o
words, we can say that the observed waves were forme
the mixtures of incoming and reflecting whistler waves~to
have helicon wave types! affected by the boundaries.6 Note
that, in the present case, boundaries~main wave excited re-
gion! were determined by the antenna radius~and thus the
value of T was determined by this radius!,20 but not by the
chamber or the plasma radius, which is normally importan18

As for the group velocity, from the short pulse experime
vg was found to obey the whistlers derived from the disp
sion, because the boundaries could not play an role in
pulse phase~wave packets! in contrast to the semicontinuou
waves.

The propagation angles with respect to the field lin
derived from the plots of the amplitude and phases, wh
included the information of the phase and group velociti
were much less thanuc519.5° ~and were not more than th
typical resonance cone angle ofu r) for the three magnetic
field configurations. The above results in the test wave
periment case, where the input rf power was less than 1
could be understood by the linear wave analysis.

From the knowledge obtained from these results, in
dition to the contribution to the space plasmas under
various field topologies, the following considerations a
necessary in order to construct an optimized scheme f
plasma production source. In the whistler wave range,
wave energy, whose region and wavenumbers can be d
mined by the antenna geometry and the wave dispersio
carried nearly along the field, and boundary effect was
portant even the excitation antenna size is small compare
the device size. Therefore, for plasma production in this
gime, we can list up the important factors as magnetic fi
configuration~rf plasma production in the cusp field,21,26,27in
which rf wave characteristics was not treated in the pres
paper, is also attractive for good uniformity of the plasm
density distribution!, antenna design~induced capacitive
field14 also should be minimized!, effect of a standing wave
formation determined by the damping length and the dev
size in the axial as well as the radial directions, and diffus
along and across the field lines.3

V. CONCLUSIONS

Detailed characteristics of rf waves with pulsed modes
the whistler wave range were studied in a cylindrical
produced plasma, where the boundary lay in the intermed
regime between infinite whistler wave propagation a
bounded geometry helicon wave propagation. Excited m
netic field amplitudes and phases with three component
two-dimensional space were measured for different exp
mental conditions. Three magnetic field configuratio
~straight, divergent, and convergent fields! were used and the
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diameter of the excitation loop antenna~10 and 30 cm, where
the ratiosR were 4.5 and 1.5, respectively!, in the afterglow
cylindrical plasma was also varied.

Numerical calculation by the finite element method, u
ing the TASK/WF code, which has been demonstrated to
a powerful and effective means for this analysis, show
good agreement with the experimental results. The obse
waves satisfied the dispersion relation of whistlers/helic
and wave structures~Bessel function like behaviors! of heli-
cons: the semisteady state test wave except for the con
gent field case with a small ratio ofR showed characters o
helicons, while the short pulsed mode~packet! showed those
of whistlers. The excited waves were found to propag
nearly along the magnetic field lines within an small angle
10°, which was less than that ofuc519.5° and was not
larger thanu r . It was also found that in the low~high! col-
lisionality regime, in which the boundary wasn/v was
around 0.2 in our condition, standing~propagating! waves
were dominant from the wave analysis.
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